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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the problem of scheduling for the linear section of a single-track railway: how to 
organize the flow in both directions in the most efficient way. In this paper, the authors propose an algorithm for 
scheduling, examine the properties of this algorithm and perform the computational experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling for the linear section of a single-track railway. The schedule 
optimization allows to increase a track capacity of the section using the same physical resources and to simulate 
further modifications of the section. 
This problem with different modifications is well-known (see [1– 3]). For example, in [1] the simulation of trains 
on the railway based on the moving-block system and fixed-block system was presented. We consider a modeling 
algorithm based on the idea of consistent change of trains direction. 
The algorithm is implemented in C++ using the MPI + OpenMP hybrid technology. 
Let the linear section of a single-track railway be given. Thus, we have a graph with the set of vertices 
 
}1 | {= nivV i 
      (1) 
 
and the set of edges E (here we use standard notations from graph theory, see [4]).  Furthermore, we assume that the 
vertices are indexed in such a way that the edges look like },{ 1ii vv . 
For each station ,iv  we have a positive integer ,)m(vi being the  number of auxiliary railway tracks at this 
station. These tracks are the only places where a train can stop. Each auxiliary track can hold only one train. 
Therefore, if all auxiliary tracks of the station are occupied then a train cannot stop at this station. 
By l(e)  we denote the length of the track corresponding to edge e  from E . Suppose all trains have equal 
speeds. It should be a nonnegative time interval ε  between two trains moving in same direction. Also, there is an 
isolated station Vw   such that every train passing this station is obliged to stay at it for a nonnegative time δ  
due to technical reasons (the change of locomotive crew, train inspection, etc.). 
Stations  1v  and nv  are sources and receivers of trains. Thus, there are two directions of movement: from 1v  to 
nv  and from nv  to 1v  (these directions are denoted by nvv 1  and 1vvn  , respectively). We can assume that 
each train does not change the direction and does  not visit any vertex twice. For passing each other when moving in 
different directions, one of the trains waits another one on an auxiliary track. 
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Problem Statement 
The problem is to construct and implement a scheduling algorithm to send  as much as possible trains for period 
of time );0[ T  in both directions  (more specifically, we are interested in the schedule at which the minimum 
number of trains in both directions over a specified period of time is maximal). 
Let A  denote the class of algorithms, that create such a schedule that, at any moment, there are no trains moving 





 ),0[: , and  for each interval ,JI   trains move in fixed direction or stop on auxiliary tracks. 
Now, we define a subclass 'A of class A .  For algorithms from ,
'A  there exist functions ...},1,0{:1 Vm  
and ...},1,0{:2 Vm  such that )(vm=)(vm+)(vm iii 21  and, for each station iv , there are )(vm i1  
auxiliary tracks for the direction nvv 1  and )(vm i2  auxiliary tracks for the direction 1nv v . Thus, we 
divide all the auxiliary tracks into two sets for both directions. Now, the trains can use auxiliary tracks 
corresponding to their directions and the whole task can be divided into two independent subtasks for each direction. 
 
ASSESSMENT OF TRACK CAPACITY 
Examining the class of algorithms 
'A , we estimate the maximum track capacity when every time interval 
JI   has the same length equal Δt . Since, adding new stations without auxiliary tracks, we get the same 
problem, we can suppose that, without loss of generality, all edges have the same length 1: 
 
   1 1.i i+l v ,v =       (2) 
 
Without loss of generality, we assume that trains pass one edge per the unit of time. We construct a schedule 
with the maximum track capacity. 
 
Theorem 1. 
For the linear section of single-track railway with 0=ε  and without any isolated station w, the track capacity 
upper bound P  is given by 
 
0f ,P p   
       
(3) 
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where p is the number of  time intervals,  0f  is the number of trains coming at  the station nv   for  .t  
 
Corollary. 
Without loss of generality to achieve the maximal track capacity, we can assume  
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where p  is the number of time intervals. 
 
Lemma 2. 
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Consider a mathematical model of linear section of a single-track railway with 65 stations and two of them are 
isolated with 801   and 1352   (as isolated station w with delta described in introduction).  
Using corollary of the Theorem 1 for constructing a scheduling algorithms from class 'A  which send as much as 
possible trains in both directions (see Problem statement).  
 
Algorithm 
For the time intervals Δt  from 60 to 720 minutes with 60 minutes let’s find the maximal track capacity P   and 
the best time interval. The intervals lower then 60 minutes don’t make sense, since the trains won’t be able to 
proceed entire way for the given period of time. Below we give verbal description and pseudocode of the algorithm 
(see Table 1). 
The algorithm was implemented in C++ (we used data standard structures, see [5, 6]) using MPI + OpenMP 
hybrid technology [7]. The data was distributed between nodes of supercomputers. Each node processes its own 
predefined set of time intervals. The communication between nodes is minimal, therefore we have obtained almost 
linear speedup.   
For the experiment, the period of time is equal to 518400 minutes, which is exactly 360 days, was selected. 




TABLE 1. Algorithm 
Verbal description Pseudocode  
Stepping from 0 to T. 
1. If there is no train at the first station ( 1v ), we create it there. 
2. Iterate stations from last to first. For each station check whether we
can send a train from it. If we can, then we send a train with a minimal
number. 
Conditions to send a train is verified as follows:   
a. there are free auxiliary tracks at the moment of train’s arrival 
b. train has time to come to the station before derection change
of movement  
3. As we reach the first station ( 1v ), we create and send new trains as 
much as possible, according to conditions 2.a and 2.b. 
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TABLE 2.  Execution time of the program 
Number of nodes and threads Time (minutes) 
1 node 1 thread per node 58 
1 node 4 thread per node 16 
2 node 4 thread per node 9 
CONCLUSION 
An algorithm from  the class 'A  was designed. Estimations of track capacity upper bound with 0ε   and 
0δ   were obtained. The software, which implements the algorithm using MPI + OpenMP  hybrid technology,  
was created. The numerical experiments were performed on the Uran supercomputer with Intel Xeon E5-2650 
processors. 
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